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the results of this experiment A=use/ebs= (1.0&0.2)
)&10" sec ' if the limits placed on. Pi' r—rl' are taken
seriously. This assumes the radius of the mesonic Bohr
orbit b=2.2&(10 " cm and that tis ——8X10' cm/sec;
o'e = (8ir/9k') (tie/ri) (pis —cr s)'. Panofsky's experiment
shows that this capture rate should equal the capture
rate for the competing process p(w, y)n.

Bernardini" has discussed the cross sections for

p (y, ir+)e, d (y, ir+)2n, and d (y, ir )2p for E~ between 170
and 190 Mev in the laboratory system. If it is assumed
that the ratio of m to ++ production obtained from the
second reaction is the same as the photoproduction
ratio between the free neutron and free proton then
the principle of detailed balance and this ratio can be
used to predict the corresponding cross sections for
p(w, y)ts. If these cross sections are extrapolated to the
energy of Panofsky's experiment Bernardini obtains a
capture rate that requires the initial slope of Pie —n to
be &(9.2')r)' in contrast to the value of —(16.5')r)'
obtained from this experiment.

Bethe and Noyes" have given an argument to explain
this discrepancy in terms of Marshak's' suggestion. In
brief this argument assumes that the slope of P —n
obtained from this experiment cannot be extrapolated

'6 H. Bethe and H. P. Noyes, Proceedings of the Fourth Annual
Rochester Conference, 1954, University of Rochester.

"R.Marshak, Phys. Rev. 88, 1208 (1952).

to the energy of Panofsky's experiment, but that this
initial slope is & (9.2')i)'. They then fit this initial slope
and the data of this experiment with a smooth curve
for pie n is zersus t)'. When the values of p and ni'
from higher energies are extrapolated with this restric-
tion on their difference, it is difIicult to fit the data
without assuming that 0.~' varies less rapidly than p' and
that p varies more rapidly than r)' in the energy region
between 20 and 42 Mev. For the most probable fit
under these assumptions Pie changes sign between 20
and 30 Mev. This energy dependence for pie suggests a
Jastrow" potential for this phase shift.
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The renormalized propagation functions D~q and Sgg for photons and electrons, respectively, are in-
vestigated for momenta much greater than the mass of the electron. It is found that in this region the indi-
vidual terms of the perturbation series to all orders in the coupling constant take on very simple asymptotic
forms. An attempt to sum the entire series is only partially successful. It is found that the series satisfy
certain functional equations by virtue of the renormalizability of the theory. If photon self-energy parts are
omitted from the series, so that Dec=ax, then Sec has the asymptotic form ALp'/m'j"pep pg ', where
A =A (eP) and a=n (eis). When all diagrams are included, less specific results are found. One conclusion is
that the shape of the charge distribution surrounding a test charge in the vacuum does not, at small dis-
tances, depend on the coupling constant except through a scale factor. The behavior of the propagation
functions for large momenta is related to the magnitude of the renormalization constants in the theory.
Thus it is shown that the unrenormalized coupling constant e0'/471. Ac, which appears in perturbation theory
as a power series in the renormalized coupling constant eP/4vkc with divergent coetficients, may behave in
either of two ways:

(a) It may really be infinite as perturbation theory indicates;
(b) It may be a finite number independent of e&'/47i-kc.

l. INTRODUCTION
' 'T is a well-known fact that according to quantum
~ ~ electrodynamics the electrostatic potential between
two classical test charges in the vacuum is not given
exactly by Coulomb's law. The deviations are due to

*This work was supported by grants from the U. S. Once of
Naval Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

)Now at Department of Physics and Institute for Nuclear
Studies, University of Chicago.

vacuum polarization. They were calculated to first
order in the coupling constant o. by Serber' and Uehling'
shortly after the erst discussion of vacuum polarization
by Dirac' and Heisenberg. 4 We may express their re-
sults by writing a formula for the potential energy be-

' R. Serber, Phys. Rev. 48, 49 (1935).' A. E. Uehling, Phys. Rev. 48, 55 (1935).' P. A. M. Dirac, )Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 30, 150(1934).' W. Heisenberg, lZ. Physik 90,'209 (1934).
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tween two heavy point test bodies, with renormalized
charges q and q', separated by a distance r:

qq t
n t" (Msc') &'

V(r) = ~ 1+—' exp —r)
4zv ) 3g ~ is i ( Ji' )

2ms) ( 415s) I de
X 1+

&Vs) E 3fs) &Vs

+O(ii')+ (1 1)'

Here n= eis/4s. lie=1/137 is the renormalized fine struc-
ture constant and nz is the renormalized (observed)
rest mass of the electron.

If r« fi/mc, then (1.1) takes the simple asymptotic
form,

qq' 2rr ( h )
V(.) =

4mr 3n. & mcr)

+O( ')+ . (12)'

where y—1.781. We shall discuss the behavior of the
entire series (1.2), to all orders in the coupling constant,
making use of certain simple properties that it possesses
in virtue of the approximation r«A/mc Thes.e proper-
ties are intimately connected with the concept of charge
renormalization. The relation between (1.2) and charge
renormalization can be made clear by the following
physical argument:

A test body of "bare charge" qo polarizes the vacuum,
surrounding itself by a neutral cloud of electrons and
positrons; some of these, with a net charge bq, of the
same sign as qo, escape to in6nity, leaving a net charge
—bq in the part of the cloud which is closely bound to
the test body (within a distance 5/mc). If we observe
the body from a distance much greater than 5/mc, we
see an effective charge q equal to (qs —bq), the renormal-
ized charge. However, as we inspect more closely and
penetrate through the cloud to the core of the test
body, the charge that we see inside approaches the bare
charge qo, concentrated in a point at the center. It is
clear, then, that the potential V(r), in Eqs. (1.1) and
(1.2), must approach qsqs'/4rr as r approaches zero.
Thus, using (1.1), we may write

2rr (h/mc )
qoqo'=qq' 1+—inl I s —in' +O(ot ), (1.3)&0)

2. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE PROPAGATION
FUNCTIONS

The modi6ed Coulomb potential discussed in Sec. I
can be expressed in terms of the hnite modi6ed photon
propagation function Dr c(P',eis) that includes vacuum
polarization sects to all orders in the coupling constant.
(Here P' is the square of a four-vector momentum Pli.)
The function Dp& is calculated by summing all Feyn-
man diagrams that begin and end with a single photon
line, renormalizing to all orders. The potential is
given by'

qq' r
V (r) =

~

O'Pe'&'Di o(P' eis)
(2')s~

(2.1)

of the bare charge es and the bare (or mechanical) mass
mo of the electron. The renormalizability of the theory
consists in the fact that, when the observable quantities
are re-expressed in terms of the renormalized param-
eters e~ and ns, no divergences appear, at least when a
power series expansion in eis/4n. kc is used. The proof of
renormalizability has been given by Dyson, Salam, '
and Ward. ' We shall make particular use in Secs. III
and IV of the elegant techniques of Ward.

We shall show that the fact of renormalizability gives
considerable information about the behavior of the
complete series (1.2). It may be objected to an in.-
vestigation. of this sort that while (1.2) is valid for
r«k/mc, the first few terms should suffice for calcula-
tion unless r is as small as e "'5/mc, a ridiculously
small distance. We have no reason, in fact, to believe
that at such distances quantum electrodynamics has
any validity whatever, particularly since interactions
of the electromagnetic field with particles other than
the electron are ignored. However, a study of the
mathematical character of the theory at small distances
may prove useful in constructing future theories.
Moreover, in other 6eld theories now being considered,
such as the relativistic pseudoscalar meson theory,
conclusions similar to ours may be reached, and the
characteristic distance at which they become useful is
much greater, on account of the largeness of the coup-
ling constant.

In this paper we shall be mainly concerned with
quantum electrodynamics, simply because gauge in-
variance and charge conservation simplify the calcula-
tions to a considerable extent. Actually, our considera-
tions apply to any renormalizable 6eld theory, and we
shall from time to time indicate the form they would
take in meson theory.

where the individual terms in the series diverge loga-
rithmically in a familiar way. The occurrence of these
logarithmic divergences will play an important role in
our work.

Such divergences occur in quantum electrodynamics
whenever observable quantities are expressed in terms

s J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 75, 651 (1949).

where p is a three-dimensional vector.
If we were to sum all the Feynman diagrams that

make up Dpg without renormalizing the charge we

s F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 75, 1756 (1949).' A. Salarn, Phys. Rev. 84, 426 (1951).
s J. C. Ward, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A64, 54 (1951);see also

Phys. Rev. 84, 897 (1951}.' From this point on, @re take A=c=1.
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would obtain the divergent function D r'(P', e ss), which
is related to the 6nite propagation function by Dyson's
equations

(2.2)Dp'(p', eos) =ZsDr c (p', eis),

ez =Zaeo
& (2.3)

gl =ZsgO 7 (2.4)

where Z3 is a power series in ez2 with divergent coefFi-
cients. The bare and renormalized charges of a test
body satisfy a relation similar to (2.3):

or smaller, for large momenta, than the corresponding
free-particle propagation functions.

The propagation functions for the electron behave
quite similarly to the photon functions we have been
discussing. Analogous to Dp' is the divergent electron
propagation function SF'(p, es'). It is obtained by sum-
ming all Feynma, n diagrams beginning and ending in a
single electron line, renormalizing the mass of the
electron, but not its charge, to all orders. Corresponding
to Drc there is the finite function Src(p, eis), related to
Sr' by an equation similar to (2.2):

so that Zs ' is just the bracketed quantity in (1.3).
The function Dpq can be represented in the form

Sr'(P, ep') =Z2Spc(P, eis). (2.7)

1
Drc(p', ei') =-

16

t'M2 ) de
+ fl

e ( ms j M2 Ps+ M2

where f is real and positive; the quantity Zs may be
expressed in terms of f through the relation

The quantity Z2, like Z3, appears as a power series in
e~' with divergent coefficients. It does not, however,
contribute to charge renormalization.

A parametric representation of S~g, resembling
Eq. (2.5) for Drc, is derived in Appendix A and re-
produced here:

1 r g(M/m, eis) &II
S~c(p,ei')= + l

ipP+m ie —" ipP+M ie M—

(M' p dM'
Z;=1+ ~ j"j,,s )(m' j M'

(2.6)

l" h(M/m, eis) dM
(2 8)

imp M+ie M—
These equations have been presented and derived, in a
slightly diGerent form by Kallen. "Their derivation is
completely analogous to the derivation given in Ap-
pendix A of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) for the propagation
function of the electron, which is discussed below.

We see from (2.5) and (2.6) that a virtual photon
propagates like a particle with a probability distribu-
tion of virtual masses. In Dp~, the distribution is
not normalized, but in the unrenormalized propagation
function DI; =Z3DI:~ the probabilities are normalized
to 1. The normalization integral is just the formally
divergent quantity Z3 . In Dpz, it is the coefficient of
1/(p' —ie) that is 1, corresponding to the fact that the
potential V(r) in (2.1) at large distances is simply
qg'/4irr.

It has been remarked"" that Z3 ' must be greater
than unity, a result that follows immediately from
Eq. (2.6). To this property of the renormalization con-
stant there corresponds a simple property of the
finite function Dro, to wit, that as p'~~, the quan-
tity p'Drc approaches Zs '. If Zs ' is in fact infinite,
as it appears to be when expanded in a power series,
then DI:~ is more singu1ar than the free photon propaga-
tion function Dr=1/(p' —ie). In any case, Dro can
never be less singular than Dp, nor even smaller asymp-
totically. This is a general property of existing field
theories; it is of particular interest in connection with
the hope often expressed that in meson theory the
exact modified propagation functions are less singular,

'0 G. Ksllen, Helv. Phys. Acta 25, 417 (1952)."J.Schwinger (private communication from R. Glauber).

Both g and h are real; in meson theory they are posi-
tive, but in quantum electrodynamics they may assume
negative values. Z2 can be expressed in terms of g and h

through the relation

fM )dM t" pM )dM
Zs '=1+, '

gl
—&i'

I + t h] —,ei'
I (2.9)

Em' ') M

Again we have a sort of probability distribution of
virtual masses with a formally divergent normalization
integral. As before, the modified propagation function
is more singular, or at least asymptotically greater,
than the free-particle propagation function, since
Z~ '~& 1, except possibly in quantum electrodynamics.

Equations (2.8) and (2.9), like (2.5) and (2.6), are
similar to ones derived by Kallen. "However, our nota-
tion and approach are perhaps suffi. ciently diGerent from
his to warrant separate treatment.

It should be noted that Kallen's paper contains a
further equation, (70), which, in our notation expresses
the mechanical mass mo of the electron in terms of g
and h:

dM t." dM
m. = my Mg—+ ( M)a-

3f 3f .

dM - dM
&& 1+ g + 7i . (2.10)

%e see that mo is simply the mean virtual mass of the
electron.
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It may be remarked that a quantity analogous to
iso can be constructed for the photon 6eld, that is, the
mean squared virtual mass of the photon:"

dM' p" dM'
fM' 1+ f . (2.11)

M' p
M'

While gauge invariance forbids the occurrence of a
mechanical mass of the photon in the theory, it is well

known that a quadratically divergent quantity that
looks like the square of a mechanical mass frequently
turns up in calculations and must be discarded. That
quantity is just pp, as given by (2.11). An equation
similar to (2.11) holds in pseudoscalar meson theory,
where p, o' is really the square of a mechanical mass:

d3P o" dM'
pp'= p'+ ' fM' 1+ i f . (2.12)

~ g„s M' g„s M'

Here p' is the observed meson mass. Evidently (2.12)
implies that p,o'&p'.

3. EXAMPLE: QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS
VfITHOUT PHOTON SELF-ENERGY PARTS

Before examining the asymptotic forms of the singu-
lar functions in the full theory of quantum electro-
dynamics let us consider a simpli6ed but still re-
normalizable form of the theory in which all photon
self-energy parts are omitted. A photon self-energy part
is a portion of a Feynman diagram which is connected
to the remainder of the diagram by two and only two
photon lines. By omitting such parts, we electively set

function D&z de6ned by

Dpi, (p') = Dp (p'))P/('A'+ p' i—g)

In a given calculation, if X is large enough, quantities
that would be finite in the absence of a cutoff remain
unchanged while logarithmically divergent quantities
become finite logarithmic functions of X'.

Thus, if we calculate Sg'(p) using a Feynman cutoff
with X'»lp'l and X'))m' and drop terms that ap-
proach zero as X' approaches infinity, we must And a
relation similar to (2.7):

&I ~(p)=en&»c(p), (3.3)

where the finite function Sgg has remained unchanged
by the cut-off process, while the infinite constant Z&

has been converted to the finite quantity 2'», which is a
function of X'/re' (The. reader who is not impressed
with the rigor of these arguments should refer to the
next section, where a more satisfactory cut-oG proce-
dure is introduced. )

Calculation to the erst few orders in the coupling
constant indicates that s2q has the form

X'y
s,~=1+e,'I a,+b, ln-

mg)

( l'&'
+ei' ag+fg» —+egl »—,I

+" (34)
ngg & m')

The propagation function Spz may also be calculated
to fourth order in ei, for

l
p'l))te' it has the form

DFc(P') =D~(p') = 1/(P' gp)—(3.1)
I
p'1))~': &gc(p)

1

Moreover, there is no charge renormalization left in the
theory, so that

and

(1+ei'[a, '+ f,' in(p'/m') )
ivp

+e,'[ag'+ b, ' ln (p'/m')

02= ei2 (3.2) +eg'(1 (P'/~'))'j+ ) (3 ~)

Although some finite effects of vacuum polarization
(such as its contribution to the second-order Lamb
shift) have been left out, others (such as the scattering
of light by light) are still included.

If the mass of the electron is now renormalized the
only divergence remaining in the theory is Z2. It has
been shown by Ward' that in the calculation of any
observable quantity, such as a cross section, Z2 cancels
out. We shall nevertheless be concerned with Z2 since
it does appear in a calculation of the electron propaga-
tion function Sp'.

In order to deal with Z2, a divergent quantity, we
shall make use of the relativistic high-momentum cut-
off procedure introduced by Feynman, which consists
of replacing the photon function DI: by a modified

'2 We are indebted to Dr. Kallen for a discussion of this point.

In order to obtain some understanding of the properties
of Eq. (3.3), let us substitute these approximate ex-
pressions into that equation. Let us then examine what
happens in the limit m~0. We see that in neither of
the expressions (3.4) and (3.5) can nz be set equal to
zero with impunity; that is to say, both factors on the
right-hand side of (3.3) contain logarithmic divergences
as m—&0. Thus we should naively expect that the left-
hand side have no limit as m—+0. Rather, we should
expect to find logarithmic divergences to each order in
e~~, unless fantastic cancellations, involving the con-
stants u~, a~', etc., should happen to occur.

But such cancellations must indeed occur, since a
direct calculation of 5»' with m set equal to zero ex-
hibits no divergences whatever. Instead, each Feynman
diagram yields a term equal to 1/imp times a finite
function of X'/p'. lt is clear that this must be so, since X
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provides an ultraviolet cutoff for every integral, while p
provides an infrared cutoG.

Let us now make use of the remarkable cancellations
that we have discussed, but in such a way that we do not
rely on the specific forms of (3.4) and (3.5), for which
we have so far claimed no validity beyond fourth order
in ei. We shall consider the asymptotic region X'))

I
p'I

))m2. We may write

S-= (I/svp)" (p'im')

s,),——ss (X'/m') .

(3.6)

(3.7)

Equation (3.3) then implies the following functional
equation:

(3.9)s() '/p') =ss(),'/m') 'sc(p'/m')

The functional equation has the general solution"

ss(X'/m') =A(X'/m') "=A expL —e ln(V/m')] (3.10)

s, (p'/m') =B(p'/m')"=B expLn ln(p'/m')], (3.11)

s p.'/p') =AB ()is/p') —"

=AB expL —e 1nots/P')]. (3.12)

Here A, 8, and e are functions of e»2 alone. If all three
constants are expanded in power series in e»2, then
formulas like (3.4) and (3.5) can be seen to be valid
to all orders in e»2. The constants are given, to second
order in e», by the equations

Moreover, in the asymptotic region, we may drop nz

entirely in S& z, since a limit exists as ms/)is and m'/P'
approach zero, with 'As&)IP'I. Thus we have

S '= (1/'~p) Oi'/p') (3.8)

we may derive an asymptotic form for the vertex oper-
ator' I'„e(p,p') for equal arguments.

We use Ward's' relation

and obtain

1 8
I'„c(p,p) =—

I Spy(p)]
—',

1C) p

(3.17)

I'.c(P,P) =B '(P'/m') "(~. 2~P—.7P/P') (3 18)

A result similar to this was found by Edwards, '4 who
summed a small subset of the diagrams we consider
here. We may note that corresponding to the increase in
the singularity of Sp there is a decrease in that of F„.
The two are obviously tied together by (3.17). It is
therefore highly inadvisable to take seriously any cal-
culation using a modified I'„and unmodified Sp', or
vice versa.

It is unfortunate that the inclusion of photon self-

energy parts (omitted in this section) invalidates the
simple results we have obtained here. In Sec. V we
shall derive and solve the functional equations that
replace (3.9) in the general case, but the solutions give
much less detailed information than (3.16). In order to
treat the general case, we must first develop (in Sec. IV)
a more powerful cut-off technique than the one we
have used so far.

4 WARD S METHODs USED AS A CUTOFF

The starting point of Ward's method of renormaliza-
tion is a set of four integral equations derived by sum-

ming Feynman diagrams. The equations involve four
functions: Sp'(p), D~'(k), the vertex operator I'„(pr,ps),
and a function W„(k)defined by

(4.1)

8» P de I:S~'(p)] '=s ~ &~(p„p„')X—
(5m'M' —m4)+ . (3.15)

16'' ~ s M4(M' —m')

2

(3.13) W„=(el/r)k„)I Dp'(k)] '.
16~2

e' I" dM' Two of the equations are trivial, following from (4.1)
A = 1+ — s+ (Sm'M' —m'), (3.14) and (3.17), respectively:

167r' " M4(M' —m')

B (p'i
S~o(p) =.

'&p t.ms)

"J.C. Maxwell, Phil. Mag. (Series 4) 19, 19 (1860).

(3.16)

It is now apparent that we have glossed over a
difhculty, although it turns out to be a minor one.
While AB is perfectly finite, A and 8 separately contain
infrared divergences that must be cut oG by the intro-
duction of a small fictitious photon mass p. These di-
vergences are well-known and arise from the require-
ment that (i&p+m)S&&(p) approach unity as ipp+m
tends to zero, while the point iyp+m=0 is in fact a
singularity of the function (iyp+m)Ss'(p).

From the asymptotic form for Sp~,

and
I'„(px+p'(1 —x), px+ p'(1 —x) ) (4.2)

p»

I
D,'(x)]- = dye„w„(xy), (4 3)

where p' is a free electron momentum, i.e., after inte-
gration p" is to be replaced by —m' and imp' by —m,
where m is the experimental electron mass. No further
mass renormalization is necessary.

"S.F. Edwards, Phys. Rev. 90, 284 (1953).
"The purpose of this section is to justify the use of a cutoG

when photon self-energy parts are included. The reader who is
willing to take this point for granted need devote only the briefest
attention to the material between Eqs. (4.3) and (4.6). The re-
mainder of the section contains some simple but important alge-
braic manipulation of the cut-off propagation functions.
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The two remaining equations are nonlinear power-
series integral equations for F„and 1/V„ in which each
term describes an "irreducible" I'eynman diagram. An
irreducible diagram, as defined by Dyson, is one which
contains no vertex or self-energy parts inside itself.
When the complete series of irreducible diagrams for
F„orW„is written down, and in each one Sp' is sub-
stituted for Sp, Dp' for Dp, F„for y„,and 8'„for 2k„,
then the complete series of all diagrams for F„or8'„is
generated. We give below the 6rst two terms of each
of the integral equations. Equation (4.4) corresponds to
Fig. 1 and Eq. (4.5) to Fig. 2.

I".(Pi,P~) =—y.+A. (Pi P~)

ySi, '(pi —k)I'„(p,—k,p, —k) Sp'(p2 —k}

Xi'g(p2 —k,p )D '(k)d'k+ . , (4.4)

IV, (k) =2k„+T—k„

ep
=2k+ -'Tr ti (p p+k}"

(2-)
'

&&S,'(p+k)r„(p+k,p+ k)S,'(p-+ k)

X~ (p+k p}S.'(P)d'P+"

The factor of one-third arises in (4.5) because we are
interested only in the coefficient of 8„z in the tensor
P,i,

—(k.kg/k') $Dp'(k) .
The heavy lines and dots have been drawn as a

reminder that the complete 5~', DJ, ", and F„areto be
inserted.

The symbols A„and T„aresimply a convenient short-
hand for the sum of all the integrals occurring on the
right in (4.4) and (4.5), respectively.

The properties of (4.4) and (4.5) that are crucial for
the possibility of renormalization are the following:

(i) All divergences that occur in the power series
solution of the equations are logarithmic divergences.
(W„ is actually formally linearly divergent but on
grounds of covariance the linear divergence will
vanish. )

(ii) In (4.4), each terms with coefFicient (eo')" con-
exactly eD+' functions and contains one more F„func-
tion than Sg' functions.

(iii) In (4.5), each term with coeKcient (eP)" con-
tains (e—1) more D~' functions than W„functions, and
contains equal numbers of F„andSg' functions.

At this point Ward introduces a subtraction pro-
cedure which alters Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) so that the
solutions of the new equations are finite functions5„,D~„F„„andS"„,. He then shows that the modi-

l~=y~+ e, e, + e, +0

FIG. i. The sequence of irreducible diagrams for F&.

fications introduced are equivalent to charge renormal-
ization. The method that we shall present here is a
slight gene1 alIzatlon of Wal d s Involving two cut-08
parameters X and ) '. When X=0 and ) ' = inc, our method
reduces to Ward's.

From the right-hand side of (4.4) we subtract
J'dxA„(Px+p'(1 x), I'x—+p'(1—x)), where p' has the
same significance as in (4.2) and P is a vector parallel
to p' but with (t')' set equal to (X')' and y I' set equal
to X' after the integration. This choice of subtraction
procedure may appear arbitrarily complicated, so that
a remark about our motivation may be in order. Since
A„consists of logarithmically divergent integrals, the
quantity

A„*=A„(P„P,)—A„(Px+P'(1—x), PxyP'(1 —x))

is certainly 6nite. Therefore so is

which is the quantity of interest. However, referring to
(4.2), we see that if we replace I'„byy„+A„&,S+'(p)
will have the value 1/(iyp+m) at p=P. This subtrac-
tion procedure therefore provides a convenient normal-
ization for the cut-OB functions.

Similarly, from the right-hand side of (4.5) we sub-
tract k„JO'2ydyT(ly), where P=)'. (The motivation is
the same here as before. ) Let us denote the solutions of
the modi6ed equations by the symbols Sp», etc. Like
Ward's functions, they are finite to all orders in the
coupling constant, the logarithmic divergences having
disappeared in the course of the subtraction. In the
modi6ed equations, let us everywhere replace the
coupling constant ep' by another one, e2'. Then we may
show that if e&' is a properly chosen function of ep', )',
and m' the modified functions are multiples of the

W~= 2k~+ eo - eo+ eo
eo

FI(".. 2. The sequence of irreducible diagrams for 8'„.Notice that
there is no irreducible diagram in fourth order.

A„i=Jl dxA„*=A„(pi,p2)
p

A„(l'x+p'(1 x), 1'x+p'(—1 x) )dx, —
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original divergent functions. In fact, we have the re-
lations:

and
8p=Z, (0,8 2)8p2, (4.10)'

F (p1 p2 8o') =Z2 '(h, h', 82') f„u,(pi, p2, 82'),

Sp'(p; 8p') =Z2(h, h'; 82')Sp/. /, (p, 82'),

W„(k,8p') =Zo '(h; 8p) W„/,(k,82'),

(4 6)

(4.7)

(4 8)

where e~ is the observed electronic charge.
Dividing the unprimed equations by the primed ones

leads to the relations:

So (h, h', p; 82') =82(h,h'; 8p)S~C(p, 81'), (4.7)"

D// (k, 8p ) =Zo (h; 82 )D///, (k,82 ),

82'= Z, (h; 82') 8p'.

(4 9)

(4 1o)

D/ (h, k; 82') =so(h, 8p)D/. C(k, 8p),

8p= so(h, cp)82 .

(4 9)//

(4 10)«

A„/,/, (1'x+p'(1 —x), l'x+ p'(1 —x); 822) (4.11)

Zo(h, 82') = 1—
) ydy T/, (ly, 82').

0

(4.12)

These relations can be proved by substituting them
into the original integral Eqs. (4.2) through (4.5) and
making use of the properties (ii) and (iii). Z2 and Zo
are then given by

(al

y„Z2(h,h', 8p) =y„—Jl dx&&

In these last equations all the quantities involved are
finite. As ) ' and ) approach , however, they approach
their original divergent values. We have therefore es-
tablished a cutoG which is useful in the presence of

- photon self-energy parts and which has the desired
renormalization property for any values of the cut-oG
parameters. We may call attention to the essential
simplicity of the cutoff. For example, if we had used it
in Sec. III instead of the Feynman cutoG we would have
found s = (p'/h')" to all orders in Eq. (3.12), i.e., AB = 1.

For our purposes it is convenient to eliminate the
trivial 1/(iyP+222) dependence of S~c and the 1/k'
dependence of Dpq. We therefore set, as in Sec. III:

and
L(2yp+~)S»i (p) j-=i =1,

fk'D»(k)7o /, =1

(4.13)

(4 14)

Here A and T stands for the series of integrals on the
right-hand side of (4.4) and (4.5) calculated 2//ith the
cut og fencti o22-$.

We note that the photon functions are independent
of X'. This is of course due to the fact that Z2 cancels
out in calculating these functions. Furthermore,

and

S"(p)=. "(p),
ivP+2/O

D„(k)= (1/k') d, (k),

S////, (p) = $(h/h /p)
iVP+2/2

D//, (k) = (1/k')d(h, k).

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.15)'

(4.16)'

It is clear, then, that for X'=im and ) =0 our modi-
Ged functions reduce to the usual convergent functions
as defined by Ward. Furthermore, when X and V are
both infinite our modified functions are (in some sense
which we need not worry about) the original divergent
functions Sp', D~', etc. We may now relate our func-
tions to the usual convergent functions very simply.
(From now on we shall limit our discussion to So' and
Dp', since I' and 8' are obtained from them by diGeren-
tiation. )

We rewrite (4.7), (4.9), and (4.10):

SF'(p, 8o') =Z2(h, h'; 82')S»1, (p, 82'),

D/ '(k, co ) =Zo(h, 82 )D»(k, 82 ),

82 =Zo(h, 82 )8o ~

(4.7)

(4.9)

(4 1o)

S/'(P, co') =Z2(0, 2222; 8P)Sg c(P,8P),

D/'(k, 8o') =Zo(0, 8p)D/ C(k,8p),

(4.7)'

(4 9)'

We obtain the conventional renormalization theory
by setting X=0, ) '= its, so that

Equations (4.13) and (4.14) are now very useful.
Using them together with (4.7)", (4.9)", (4.10)", and
the definitions (4.15), (4.16), we find:

82
—'(h, h'; 8p) = LSC(p, cp)j,

so
—'(h, 8P) = Ldc(k, 8P) jo~/„.

(4.17)

(4.18)

s2 is thus independent of ) since the right-hand side of
(4.17) is independent of h.

Our final equations are therefore

$(h h p 82 ) Sc(p 81 )/sc(h 81 )

d(h, k,8P) =dc(k, 8,')/dc(h, 8P),

822= dc(h, 8P)8P.

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

The renormalization constants are seen to be the
convergent functions calculated at infinite values of
their arguments. This confirms the results of Sec. II
and Appendix A.

Before closing this section we might remark that the
entire treatment presented here can be very easily
transcribed to meson theory. The situation in that case
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is somewhat more complicated since both Z2 and Z5
(the renormalization constant for I' s) contribute to
charge renormalization, which is present even in the
absence of closed loops (as is well known). The renormal-
ization of F5 must be carried through somewhat differ-
ently from that of I"„,since we shall want I'siz (p,p; gs')
to equal ys at yp=), '. The equations analogous to
(4.19)—(4.21) for pseudoscalar meson theory are:

s() p
'

p g ') =so(p, gi')/so()', gp),

6(X,X',k, gss) = 6o(k,gP)/5o(X, gP),

(4.19)'

(4.20)'

and where 6=8/(k'+p, ') is the meson propagation
function.

We shall not investigate these equations further; we
shall confine our attention to the much simpler case of
quantum electrodynamics.

S. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE PROPAGATION
FUNCTIONS IN QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

With the aid of the cut-off procedure introduced in
the previous section, we may return to the discussion,
begun in Sec. III, of the behavior of the propagation
functions in the asymptotic region (~ p'~ &&m'). In
Sec. IIIphoton self-energy parts were omitted and it was
sufhcient to use a Feynman cuto8 in order to find the
functional equation (3.9) satisfied asymptotically by
the electron propagation function Sp'. The new cuto6
enables us to include all Feynman diagrams. %e shall
now find a new functional equation for Sp' and one for
Dp' as well.

Our starting point is the set of Eqs. (4.19)—(4.21)
that express the cut-oB propagation functions in terms
of renormalized quantities. LIn Sec. III, we used Eq.
(3.3) instead. $ We must first observe, as in Sec. III,
that in a power series calculation of the cut-oG functions
the results remain finite when the electron mass is set
equal to zero. The quantities) and) ' provide, of course,
ultraviolet cutoffs, while p provides an infrared cutoff
for all Feynman integrals. Thus in the asymptotic
region we may drop the electron mass in a calculation
of the cut-oG functions, which then take the forms

) p'~, a' ) "&&ms.

s(p/X, p/X', m'/p', ess) =s(p/X, p/V, O,ess), (5.1)

(
k'(, X'»m'

d (k'/X' m'/k' e ') =d (k'/X' 0 e ') (5.2)

It should be noted that the asymptotic form of s
depends only on p' and not on imp.

Vs(),)t',p,gs') =Vso(p, gp)/Vso() ',gi') (4 22)

gg' ——gPfso()i', eP)iso(X', gP)]'5o(X,gP), (4.21)'
where

I'so(P, P,gP) =rs iso(P, gP), etc. ,

~

k'~, X'&&m'
d (k'/m' e ')

d (k'/X', ess) = (5.4)
do(X'/m', eP)

est= ePdo (X'/m' eP). (5.5)

(We have omitted the argument m'/p'=0 in s and d.)
In Appendix 8 it is shown that the general nontrivial

solution of these equations is given by:

ePdo(k'/m', eP) =F((k'/ m)y(eP)), (5.6)

so(p'/m' ei') =~(ei') &((p'/m')4 (ei')) (5 7)

Here F, H, p, and A are unknown functions of their
arguments. (A contains an infrared divergent factor,
which is always canceled, in calculations, by a similar
factor in the vertex operator I'„o.) It is evident that we
have obtained much less information here than we did
in Sec. III. Also, the results of Sec. III are not correct
in the general case, since Eq. (3.11) is not a special case
of (5.7), but corresponds rather to a trivial solution of
the functional equations (5.3)—(5.5), peculiar to the
case of no charge renormalization. "

At least one striking result has emerged from the
work in this section, however. The quantity on the
left-hand side of Eq. (5.6) is, as remarked in the intro-
duction, the Fourier transform of the I aplacian of the
potential energy of two heavy point charges. It repre-
sents, therefore, the Fourier transform of a kind of
eGective charge density for the cloud of pairs surround-

ing a test body in the vacuum. Equation (5.6) states,
in effect, that the shape of the charge distribution, at
distances much smaller than 5/mc, is independent of the
coupling constant eP/4s. , which enters only into the
scale factor p(ep).

This result has an important consequence for the
magnitude of t.o', the square of the bare charge, which
is associated with the strength of the singularity at the
center of the eGective charge distribution. We have
learned in Sec. II that eo' is given by

ep'= ePdo(~, eP) (5.8)
'~ It should be noted that, in any simpli6ed form of the theory

in which a restricted class of diagrams is summed, our results are
unchanged provided that the conditions for renormalizability, as
discussed in Sec, IV, are fulfilled. If, in a renormalizable approxi-
mation to the theory, there is charge renormalization, then the
results of this section apply; if not, then the results of Sec. III
apply.

For example, if the full integral equations (4.4) and (4.5), when
renormalized, should turn out not to have solutions, it may be
that solutions will exist for the integral equations obtained by
cutting off the sequences on the right-hand sides after a Gnite
number of terms and renormalizing. Such a procedure would be
renormalizable and would not affect our functional equations.

Equations (4.19)—(4.21) now give us at once the re-
quired functional equations:

so(p'/m', ep)
lp'I, )')"» 's(p'/)'p'/)" ')= (53)

soP."/m' e,')
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»m'. ln—=
fÃ ~ g(eP) tt (x)

(5.9)

In Eq. (5.9) both unknown functions q and 1t have
power series expansions in their arguments and the
first few terms of these series may be determined from
the first few orders of perturbation theory. (The
functions Ii and P do not have this property. )

Perturbation theory yields for d(; in the asymptotic
region the expansion

tk' q eP ( k' Sy
[k'f»m': do( —eP )= 1—

/
ln——

/

E m' ) 12«r' E m' 3)

and that ePdo(k'/m', eP) is a positive increasing
function of k'/m'. Equation (5.6) tells us, then, that
F(p(ep)k'/m') is an increasing function of k'/m' and
that:

(a) If as k'/m'~~, Fgk'/m') —+~, then ep2 is
infinite, and the singularity at the center of the charge
distribution is stronger than the 8 function that corre-
sponds to a finite point charge. This is the result indi-
cated by perturbation theory.

(b) If, as k'/m' —+~, FQk'/m') approaches a finite
limit, then ep equals that limit, which is iedePetidee1 of
eke salpie of eP. The singularity at the center of the
effective charge distribution is then a 5 function with
a strength corresponding to a finite bare charge eo.

We shall return, at the end of this section, to the
discussion of cases (a) and (b). Meanwhile, let us look
at the solution of the functional equations from another
point of view.

While the functions F and p are unknown, certain
of their properties can be deduced from the perturbation
expansion of d(;. In the asymptotic region, d(; appears
as a double power series in eP and 1n(k'/mP) with finite
numerical coefficients. (Of course, the convergence
properties of this series are unknown. We have as-
sumed throughout, however, that it defines a function
which satisfies the same functional equations that we
have derived for the series. ) To facilitate comparison
of (5.6) with the series, let us make use of the alterna-
tive form derived in Appendix 8:

p e ted C (A2 jm2, e12) dt's

For the actual value of the coupling constant in
quantum electrodynamics, q(eP) is presumably well
approximated by e~' and need not concern us very much.
The crucial function is f(x), which is given by (5.11) for
very small x but is needed for large x in order to de-
termine the behavior of the propagation function at very
high momenta and to resolve the question of the finite-
ness of the bare charge.

We can restate, in terms of the properties of P, the
two possibilities (a) and (b) for the behavior of the
theory at high momenta:

(a) The integral J'dx/g (x) in (5.9) does not diverge
until the upper limit reaches +~. In that case ln(k'/m')
=+ po corresponds to ePdo(k'/mP, eP) =+~ and the
bare coupling constant epP/4n. is infinite.

(b) For some finite value xp of the upper limit. ,
J'*Pdx/1t (x) diverges; for this to happen, f(x) must
come down to zero at x=xp. Then ePdo(k'/m', eP)~xp
as In(k'/m')~~, so that epp=xp, a finite number inde-
pendent of e&'. Since e&'(eo', the theory can exist only
for ei' less than some critical value e,'~&eo', where

q(e. ') = ep'. As q(ep) approaches its maximum value epp,

1t (q(eP))~0, so we learn from Eq. (B.26) in Appendix
B that the asymptotic form of ePdo(k'/m', eP) reduces
simply to the constant eo'. A constant asymptotic form
of ePdo(k'/m', eP) means that the weighting function

f(JlP/m', ep) in Eq. (2.5) must vanish in the asymptotic
region to order 1/3P. If the bare charge is finite, then
the eGective coupling at high momenta varies in a
strange way with q(ei ), increasing at first with increas-
ing q(eP) and then decreasing to zero at q(eP)=ep',
beyond which point the theory is meaningless.

Since we cannot discriminate between cases (a) and
(b), the methods we have developed have not really
served to settle fully the question of the asymptotic
character of the propagation function Dp~. However,
it is to be hoped that these methods may be used in the
future to obtain more powerful results.

Recently Kallen' has investigated the question of
the 6niteness of the bare charge. His result is that of the
three renormalization quantities Z2 ', eo', and mo, at
least one is infinite. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
conclude from Kallen's work that case (b) must be
rejected.

ei' ( k'

(
ln—+e f+

64m.4 E m' )
(5.10) APPENDIX A. CONSTRUCTION OF PARAMETRIC

REPRESENTATIONS FOR THE PROPAGATION
FUNCTIONS

The fourth-order calculation was performed by Jost
and Luttinger, '~ who did not compute c. Comparison
of (5.9) and (5.10) yields the expansions of q and P:

The function 5& «(x—y) is given by the matrix
element

P (x) = x'+ x'+
12m' 16~' Here P(x) is the electron (or nucleon) field operator at

the space-time point x in the Heisenberg representation;
g(y) is the Dirac adjoint if*(y)P of P(y); P is Dyson'sq(ep) =ei ei+

36m'
(5.12)

"G. Kallen, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab, Mat. -fys. Med(I.
27, 12 (1953)."R.Jost and J. M. Luttinger, He]v. Phys. Acta 23, 201 (1950).

~ - ( —y) = (*o—yo)(+o,&t4-(*),f (y)7+o) (A 1)
(5.11)
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time-ordering operator; o(t) is t/!t!; and +p is the
vacuum state of the coupled electron and photon (or
nucleon and meson) fields.

In quantum electrodynamics Sp' is a gauge-variant
function and for that reason one may easily be misled
in dealing with it. To avoid such difFiculties let us first
discuss the function in meson theory (say the neutral
pseudoscalar theory).

For xp &yp we may write (A.1) in the form

S» .,(x—y) = 2 ('yo, It' (&)yp, »r, .n, )
y,M,s,ii,n

X(+, ., n, -,4.(y)+o) (A 2)

where the 0"s are a complete set of eigenstates of the
coupled-fmld Hamiltonian and momentum. The mo-
mentum eigenvalue is denoted by p and the energy
eigenvalue is given by (M'+p')'*, so that the system
described by the state 0' has the energy 3f in its rest
frame. For those states which contribute nonvanishing
matrix elements to (A.2), the angular momentum of
the system in its rest frame is —', and may have s com-
ponent &-', , denoted by the values ~1 of the index s.
II is the parity of the system in its rest frame and may
be +1 or —1.The remaining index n labels all the other
(invariant) quantum numbers necessary to specify the
state.

Ke may list some of the simplest types of states that
contribute:

(1) one nucleon: M=n», the renormalized nucleon
mass, and II=+1 by convention.

(2) one nucleon, one meson: M= (n»'+t'o')'*+ (t4'+k')I,
where p is the renorrnalized meson mass and k is the
relative momentum in the rest frame. The parity II is
+1 for a meson in a p state and —1 for a meson in an
s state relative to the nucleon. It should be emphasized
that in the latter case the matrix element does not
vanish. For more complicated systems, more quantum
numbers e are needed.

since for such a state the parity operator is P. That all
U's and t/'s are both real and positive follows from
taking the trace of both sides of (A.4).

The generalization of (A.4) to the case of p/0 is easily
calculated by transforming both sides with the Lorentz
transformation matrix for velocity —p/(P'+Mo)l. We
obtain

P, u. (y, M,s,II,e)u»*(p, M, s,II,n)

t'n y+pM+ (p'+M')'i
! U(M, n)).»2(p'+M')'*

if II=+1,

t u y —pM+(p'+M')'y—
! V(M, e)

2 (p'+M') I' )»
if II= —1. (A.5)

Before substituting these expressions into the formula
for S~', let us ma%.e use of the relations

1 "
dpo exp( —ippt) e p —pM+ (p'+M')'*

2ni"
„

-iy„P„M+io —2(P'+M')&

Xexp[ —i (Po+Mo) '*t) (t&0). (A.6')

Here ~ is a positive infinitesimal quantity.
We may now rewrite (A.3) as follows:

1
I
"dpp exp( —ippt) n y+pM+(p'+M')'*

2ori"
„ iy„p„+Mio—

Xexp! i(p'+M')-'*t J, (t &0), (A.6)
and

The space-time dependence of the matrix elements in
(A.2) is determined by the energy and momentum
eigenvalues of the 0"s and so we have, for xo &y(},

S...(~—y)=
~

d'pE
(2~)'~

Xexp(iLp (»—y) —(M'+p')'(~o —yo)]}

X P u (p,M,s,ll,n)u»*(p, M,s,II,n)P», . (A.3)

S» (x)=
(2~)4i~

d'p exp(ip„x„)Q

g U(M, n)
-iy) p~+M —ic n",

+ —Q V(M, e) . (A.7)
iy» pg M+i o„", —

n, s, II

We may consider first only those states with p=0
and later discuss the others by means of Lorentz
transformations. For states of zero momentum the sum
over spins must give simply

P, u (O,M, s,II,n)up*(O, M, s,II,e)
U(3II,n) =Zog(M)/M (A.8)

Let us separate oG the contribution to Sg' of one-
nucleon states, which are associated with M=m; the
coeKcient U for that case is the formally divergent
constant called Z~. For all other values of 3I, let us put

=-', (1+P) »U(M, n) if II=+1
=-', (1—P) »V(M, n) if II= —1, (A.4)

V(M,n) =Zoh(M)/M. (A.9)
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Evidently Z2, g, and h are all real and positive. YVe now we have used for the nucleon functions. In place of
have (A.1) we have

Z2
Sp (x)=

~
d'p exp(ip„x„)

(2~)'i~

a(M) deaf
X — +

iyp+m i—c ~,„+„iyp+Mie M—

h(M) dM

4~„ivp M—+ie M
(»)0). (A.10)

1 ( d'p exp(ip„z„)
disc-

(2m.)'i~ imp+ M ie—
1 l d'P exp(iP„pp„)=disc

j

=P5 (x) . (A.12)
(2')'i~ imp M+ie—

Equation (A.10) then yields

dtsc Sp' ——ZsP5(x)

j"" dM

)Xi 1+, ~g(M)+h(M) j j.

Another expression for disc Sp' can be obtained from
Eq. (A.1):

1

disc Sp'= (+p, g (x,t), P(0,1)}+p)=P5(x). (A.14)

Comparison of (A.13) and (A.14) yields

(" d3II
Z '=1+ jj Pa(M)+h(M) j.

~ .M
(A.15)

With the aid of (A.10) and Dyson's Eq. (2.7) we have
for the Fourier transform of the renormalized propaga-
tion function the representation

1 I" g(M)dM/M
S~c(p) = +

syp+m se ~ +„syp+I—M se—
t" h(M)dM/M

(A.16)~~„ivp M+ie—
The meson propagation functions Ag' and Apg can

be dealt with by methods entirely analogous to those

It follows from the invariance of the theory under charge
conjugation that the Eq. (A.10), which we have derived
for xo&0, holds also for xo(0.

Ke must still hand an expression for Z2 in terms of g
and h. So far, we have used nothing but relativistic
invariance; now we must make use of the anticommu-
tation rules for g and P*. Let us calculate the quantity

disc S~'=—lim [Ss'(x,1)—Sp'(x, —t)$. (A.11)
t —+0+

We utilize the relation

(A 17)

Considerations of relativistic invariance lead us to the
result

Ap'(x) =Zp ~" d'h exp(ih„x„)
(2pr)4i&

1 t
" dM' f(M')

X +j
$2+~2 ie J g Ms hs+ M2

(A.18)

corresponding to (A.10). Utilizing the canonical com-
mutation rule for P and r)&/r)t at equal times, we obtain,
in complete analogy with (A.15),

dM'f(M')
Zp '=1+ (A.19)

rather than (A.1). Here r)=(—1)~' and A'q is the
operator describing the number of "temporal photons. "
The only eGect of the introduction of q into our pre-
vious work is to remove the requirement that g and h

be positive.
The photon propagation function DI' satisfies the

relation

(e, r)ELA„( ),A„()]eo)

=5„„Dp'(pp y)+ —G(x—y), (A.21)
Sy~Sv

analogous to (A.17). Here G is gauge-variant but DF'
is not. %'e may determine Dp', moreover, from the
transverse part of A„(x)alone, so that the operator r)

does not disturb us. The results are then identical with
(A.18) and (A.19) with @=0;f is positive as in meson
theory.

The functions Spg arid Dgg in quantum electro-
dynamics are given, to first order in the coupling con-
stant n= ets/4s-, by

1 e' r" dM
Spc(p) = +

imp+ m ie 16'' ~ —M'(M' —m')

-(M+m)'(M'yms —4mM)

imp+ M ie—
(M—m)'(M'+ m'+4mM)

(A.22)
imp M+ic-

'P S. W. Gupta, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 63, 681 (1950).
PP K. Bleuler, Helv. Phys. Acta 23, 567 (1950).

In quantum electrodynamics, Sp' must be calculated,
according to Gupta" and Sleuler, "from the equation

S,'(~ y) —.(»=yo)—(ep, nay (~),k(y) Je,) (A.20)
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and,
1 e&' 1-" dM'

DFc(k) = +-
0' 12m' & ~ M'

Then (8.3) becomes

g=Q(k(g, ")Ik(g',"),g') . (8.5)

(1+2m2/M') (1—4m'/M') &

X
k'+M' —ie

If the functional form of Q is nontrivial, then k(g, eP)/
(A.23) k(g', ep) must be independent of ep. Thus

It will be seen that the function g(M) in (A.22) is
not always positive. This is in contrast with the situa-
tion in meson theory. In the scalar symmetric theory
with @=0we ha,ve

k(g, sP) =G(g)/4 (~P),

which implies that

g(x,ep) =p(xy(ep)),

(8.6)

(8 7)

1 3gi
+Fc(p) +

ipp+m i e 16~—' ~

where P is the inverse function to G. In terms of the
original labels, we have

dM (M+ m)'(M'+ m')
X-

M' (M2 m2) —imp+ M ze—
(M—m)'(M'+ m')

(A.24)
imp M+i e—

Pd~(k2/m2 g 2) P((k2/m2)y(g 2))

Substituting (8.8) into (5.5), we obtain

e2'= P((A'/m')y(e '))

Using (8.8) and (8.9) we find

(8.8)

(8.9)

while in the pseudoscalar symmetric theory we have

3gx'
Spo(p) = + (M' —m2)

imp+ m —ie 167r' 4 „2M'

(k' q pk' A'

PI ~(«9 I=PI ——@(~P)
~(m' i iA' m' i

=P((k2/A2)G(sP)). (8.1O)

X +
imp+ M i e ip p M+i ~——(A 25) Since P and G are inverse functions, there is only one

arbitrary function in (8.10). It is now evident that
(8.1) is indeed satisfied, with

APPENDIX B. SOLUTION OF THE FUNCTIONAL
EQUATIONS"

We may solve Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) for the photon
propagation function without reference to Kq. (5.3).
For convenience we reproduce the equations:

d(k'/A' e ') = dc (k'/m' «')/dg(A'/m' eP) (5 4)

,'d(k'/A', e ') =P((k'/A )G(~ )) (8.11)

In a power series calculation, t.2'd appears as a double
series in e2' and 1n(k'/A'). I.et us transform (8.11) so
that comparison with the series solution becomes
possible:

e '= ePdc(A2/m', eP)

Combining the equations, we obtain

(5 5) G(e~'d) = (k'/A') G(e2 )

ink'/A'=inG(e2'd) —lnG(e )

(8.12)

(8»)
e 'dg (k'/m' 8P) = «'dc('A'/m' eP)

Xd(k'/A')ePdc('A' /mme )P). (8.1)
Here

Giving new names to the left- and right-hand sides of
(8.1), we may write

k' t"*'~ dx
ln—=

ip(x)
(8.14)

(8.15)

g(k'/m' e ') =Q(k'/A' g(A'/m' e '))

g(~,~ ') =Q(~/y, g(x,e ')).
or

(8.3)
a(epd)

iP (e22d) 8(ln (k'/A') )
(8.16)Except in trivial cases we may invert the function g

and put

(8 2) Differentiating both sides of (8.14) with respect to
ln(k'/I~'), we have

x= k(g,ep), y= k(g', ep). (8.4)
~' We would like to thank Dr. T. D. Lee for suggesting the form

of the solution to us.

8 (e22d)
4 (end) =

8(ln(k'/A') )
(8.17)
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If in (8.17) we put in(k'/X') =0, we obtain

8(end)
(e2') =

8(ln(k /X )) In(k~/M) =0
(8.18)

same as the dependence of e22d on k'/X' and e22. There-
fore, we have, from Kq. (8.21), the series expansion

( k' q [ln(k'/m') ]"
ePd&l —eP

&m' ) -=o e!

Combining this result with (8.17) yields

whence

8 (e22d)
(e2') =

8 (ln (k'/X') )

B(end)

Evidently the double series expansion of e2'd yields a
power series expansion of f(e~'). In fact the entire
double series can be rewritten in terms of f(e22). If we
differentiate both sides of (8.14) with respect to eP,
we get

1 B(ePd) 1
0=

4(e'd) ~(e') 4(e')

d n

X P (y)—y . (8.26)
s =e(«')

The representation (8.26) may easily be compared
with the double series in ep and ln (k'/m') obtained from
perturbation theory. We see that when ln(k'/m') is set
equal to 0 we obtain for the right-hand side just q(ep),
so that the perturbation theory gives a power series
expansion for q(eP).

So far our discussion has been confined to the photon
propagation function. We must now solve the func-
tional equation (5.3) for the electron propagation
function:

)k'
~

fin�(k'/X')

j" d
(=Z 4(e2) e2 (8 21)

E.X' 2 ~=o n! de22

se ' m2, es'
s(p'/X' p'/X" ")=

sep."/m' ep)
(5.3)

Representations similar to (8.14) and (8.21) can be Using (8.9), we can write the left-hand side as
found for epde(k'/m', ep). We transform (8.8) as
follows:

G(ePde) = (k'/m')y(eP),

ln(k'/m') =1nG(ePdc) —»P(eP),

~ e12dg

(8.22) =s(P'/lP P'/X" F(y(eP)X'/m')). (8.27)

(8 23) By virtue of (5.3) this must be independent of X' and
Inay be written

dx/p(x)ln(k'/m') =
~ c(~ ')

24) s(p2/7 2 p2/$12 e 2)

=E((p'/m')y(ep) (V'/m')y(ep)). (8.28)
where P is the same function as before and

q(ep) =F(4 (ep) ).

A comparison of (8.24) and (8.14) shows that the func-
tional dependence of ePde on k'/m' and q(eP) is the se(P2/m2 eP) g (e12)+(P2/m2$(e 2)) (8 29)

Since the quotient on the right-hand side of (5.3) de-
(8 25) pends on its arguments only through (p'/m')p(ep) and

p."/m')p(ep), we must have


